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A quantum mechanical theory for chemical reaction rates is presented which is modeled after the
#semiclassical !SC"$ instanton approximation. It incorporates the desirable aspects of the instanton
picture, which involves only properties of the !SC approximation to the" Boltzmann operator, but
corrects its quantitative deficiencies by replacing the SC approximation for the Boltzmann operator
by the quantum Boltzmann operator, exp(!%Ĥ). Since a calculation of the quantum Boltzmann
operator is feasible for quite complex molecular systems !by Monte Carlo path integral methods",
having an accurate rate theory that involves only the Boltzmann operator could be quite useful. The
application of this quantum instanton approximation to several one- and two-dimensional model
problems illustrates its potential; e.g., it is able to describe thermal rate constants accurately
(&10–20% error" from high to low temperatures deep in the tunneling regime, and applies equally
well to asymmetric and symmetric potentials. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.1580110$

I. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of thermal rate constants, k(T), for
chemical reactions remains one of the central tasks of theo-
retical chemistry. Within the Born–Oppenheimer !BO" ap-
proximation, a rigorous calculation of k(T) requires that one
solve the !quantum" dynamics for nuclear motion on the ap-
propriate BO potential energy surface #for example, to con-
struct a flux time correlation function which yields the rate
constant; cf. Eq. !1.1"$. There are of course a variety of ap-
proximate ways for treating the nuclear dynamics that are
useful in various circumstances: for example, if the tempera-
ture is high enough, then classical mechanics !perhaps with a
quantum distribution of initial conditions1" does a very good
job. At lower temperature, the transition state theory
!TST"2–4 assumption that no trajectories recross some divid-
ing surface separating reactant and product coordinate space
is usually valid, but here tunneling effects may be important
so that a quantized version of TST is needed. Since TST is
inherently a classical theory, there is no absolutely unam-
biguous way to quantize it, though many approximate ap-
proaches have been useful.5–13

Our goal in this paper is to develop a more accurate and
less ad hoc !i.e., more nearly ‘‘ab initio’’" quantum version
of TST, with a specific focus on the tunneling regime where
quantum effects are most important, but which is also simple
enough that it can be applied to systems with many degrees
of freedom. To this end, we first recall a semiclassical !SC"
TST14 that was presented by one of us many years ago,
which became better known as the instanton15,16 approxima-

tion; the SC-TST, or instanton result, was obtained from the
following rigorous quantum expression5 for the rate in terms
of a flux correlation function,

k!T ""Qr!T "!1 lim
t!'

tr#e!%Ĥ/2F̂e!%Ĥ/2eiĤt/(he!iĤt/($ ,

!1.1"

by making a short time approximation for the time evolution
operators !i.e., the assumption of TST-like dynamics", using
the SC approximation for the Boltzmann operator17 !which
involves classical trajectories in pure imaginary time, or
equivalently, in real time on the upside-down potential en-
ergy surface", and evaluating the trace also semiclassically
!i.e., via the stationary phase approximation". #In Eq. !1.1"
Qr(T) is the reactant partition function per unit volume, F̂
the flux operator with respect to a dividing surface separating
reactants and products, h a Heaviside function that is 1!0" on
the product !reactant" side of a dividing surface, %"1/kBT ,
and Ĥ the Hamiltonian operator of the molecular system.$
The instanton result for the rate constant has many qualita-
tively correct and desirable features: e.g., there is no ad hoc
assumption of a tunneling path, but rather it is determined by
the dynamics on the full !multidimensional" potential energy
surface !as the periodic classical trajectory on the upside-
down potential energy surface" and correctly shows, for ex-
ample, ‘‘corner-cutting’’ effects18–22 due to reaction path cur-
vature. The tunneling factor involves the classical action
along this periodic trajectory and is a natural generalization
of the WKB tunneling probability for one dimension; the
‘‘frequencies of the activated complex’’ of standard TST
emerge naturally, as the stability frequencies associated with
the periodic orbit !and thus show coupling effects betweena"Electronic mail: miller@cchem.berkeley.edu
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the reaction coordinate and the degrees of freedom orthogo-
nal to it". All of the ingredients of the rate constant are de-
termined solely by the SC approximation to the Boltzmann
operator. One may thus say that, within the SC approxima-
tion, the instanton approximation is the rigorous result for
the TST rate constant.

The instanton approximation has been widely used to
describe tunneling phenomena in a variety of processes in
chemistry and condensed matter physics.16,23–25 Unfortu-
nately, however, in application to perhaps the most elemen-
tary realistic model for a chemical reaction !collinear H
#H2!H2#H) it was seen26 to be of only semiquantitative
accuracy. !The analysis in Ref. 26 suggests that the problem
is the local quadratic approximation about the instanton pe-
riodic orbit, which is inherent to the SC calculation." To ob-
tain quantitative results, one thus needs a more accurate
treatment. The idea of the present work is to seek an
instanton-like description but one expressed in terms of the
quantum Boltzmann operator, exp(!%Ĥ), rather than its SC
approximation !and also without the SC approximation to the
trace". The hypothesis is that this should correct the major
quantitative defects resulting from the SC aspects of the in-
stanton approximation, while still retaining the simplifica-
tions inherent to the dynamical picture. And from a practical
point of view, the evaluation of the quantum Boltzmann op-
erator by Monte Carlo path integral methods is readily do-
able nowadays for quite large molecular systems, and prob-
ably no more difficult than it would be to find the instanton
periodic orbit for such systems. There will be no tunneling
path in this quantum instanton !QI" approximation, but the
rate constant will be expressed wholly in terms of the quan-
tum Boltzmann operator !which for complex systems can be
evaluated by Monte Carlo path integral".

In Sec. II we first present the derivation of the quantum
instanton !QI" approximation for one-dimensional systems,
and show some numerical results for the standard Eckart
potential barrier. It is important that this QI approximation is
accurate for an asymmetric as well as a symmetric barrier. In
Sec. III we present the generalization to multidimensional
systems and show numerical results for the collinear H
#H2 and D#H2 reactions. The results all indicate the QI
approximation to be extremely accurate for the low tempera-
ture tunneling region for which it is designed, and !perhaps
surprisingly" also of good accuracy at high temperature. It is
equally well-defined for asymmetric and symmetric potential
barriers. It does, however, still embody the TST assumption
of a ‘‘direct’’ reaction mechanism and thus cannot describe
aspects of the dynamics that involve recrossing flux.

In concluding this Introduction it is appropriate to note
some other quantum versions of TST that have been pre-
sented and found utility for various purposes. First, there is
more or less standard TST, including the variational choice
of the best TS dividing surface, with semiclassical !WKB"
tunneling corrections computed along some assumed path
#adiabatic, sudden !i.e., straight line", etc.$; the treatment of-
ten uses a local harmonic approximation about the minimum
energy path to characterize the potential energy surface and
the ‘‘reaction path Hamiltonian’’ 27 to describe the curvature-
induced coupling between the reaction coordinate and modes

orthogonal to it. Truhlar, Garrett, and co-workers28 have de-
veloped such approaches extensively, calibrating the various
approximations to accurate quantum results for simple sys-
tems and then incorporating judicious empiricism, to make a
very useful overall package.29 Voth et al.8,30 have also pre-
sented several versions of quantum TST that involve the
quantum Boltzmann operator; one version invokes various
short time approximations for the real time propagators in
Eq. !1.1",30 while another is based on the !thermally aver-
aged" centroid of the path8 !in a path integral evaluation of
the Boltzmann operator". The former of these is very closely
related to the ‘‘linearized’’ version1,31 of the SC initial value
representation !IVR" for the rate constant and Pollak’s recent
quantum version of TST.13,32 There are a number of other
TST-like approximations that are based on an !numerical"
analytic continuation of the short time behavior of the flux–
flux autocorrelation function: cf. the work by Yamasita and
Miller,33 Tromp and Miller,7 Andersen et al.,11,12 and most
recently that by Krilov et al.34,35

II. QUANTUM INSTANTON FOR 1D SYSTEMS
A. Derivation

We start with a formally exact expression for the rate
constant in which the time has been integrated out,36

k!T "Qr!T ")kQr"
1
2*( ! dE e!%E 1

2 !2*("2

$tr# F̂1+!E!Ĥ "F̂2+!E!Ĥ "$ ,

!2.1"

where we have also taken the generalized case for which the
two flux operators, F̂1 and F̂2 , may correspond to two dif-
ferent dividing surfaces #actually a ‘‘dividing point’’ in this
one-dimensional !1D" case$; i.e.,

F̂n"
1
2m #+! x̂!xn" p̂# p̂+! x̂!xn"$ , !2.2a"

for n"1,2, and where p̂ is the momentum operator,

p̂"
(

i
,

,x ; !2.2b"

for definiteness, we take x1%x2 . Equation !2.1" gives the
exact rate for any values of x1 and x2 , i.e., for any location
of the two dividing surfaces. Evaluating the trace in a coor-
dinate representation gives the following more explicit ex-
pression:

kQr"2*(" (

2m # 2! dE e!%E#`-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2.´

$-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1.

!`-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2.`-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1.$ , !2.3"

where the prime on a bra or ket indicates differentiation with
respect to the coordinate variable, i.e.,
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`-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2."
,

,x1
-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2.,

`-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2.´"
,2

,x1 ,x2
-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2. .

For reasons that will be clear below, we choose the values of
x1 and x2 such that

`-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2."0, !2.4a"

-x1$+!E!Ĥ "$x2.´"0, !2.4b"

i.e., so that the point (x1 ,x2) is an extremum in this two-
dimensional !2D" space. Equation !2.3" for the rate constant
can then be written as

kQr"2*(" (

2m # 2 12 ,2

,x1,x2
! dE e!%E

$!-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1."2. !2.5"

The above discussion is still formally exact. We now
wish to express the matrix elements of the microcanonical
density operator, -x2$+(E!Ĥ)$x1., in terms of those of the
Boltzmann operator. As is well known, the exact relation
between the two is that of a Laplace transform,

-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1."
1
4*i !/!i'

/#i'
d% e%E/2-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.,

!2.6"

where !for reasons that will be clear below" we have taken
the integration variable to be %/2 rather than %. Motivated by
semiclassical considerations !cf. Appendix A", we evaluate
the integral over % by the steepest descent approximation
("the stationary phase approximation when the ‘‘phase’’ is
pure imaginary". The result of this approximation, the details
of which are given in Appendix A, is

-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1."
1

!2*0H!%0"
e%0E/2-x2$e!%0Ĥ/2$x1. ,

!2.7a"

where %0(E) is determined by the relation

E"E!%0", !2.7b"

with E(%) defined by

E!%")!2
,

,%
log-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.

"-x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1./-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1., !2.7c"

and where

0H!%"2)!2E!!%""
-x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ2$x1.

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.

!" -x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1.

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.
# 2. !2.7d"

Note, as discussed in Appendix A, that the E"% relation is
unique if x1 and x2 are chosen as specified by Eq. !2.4".
Utilizing Eq. !2.7a", Eq. !2.5" for the rate constant becomes

kQr"2*(" (

2m # 2 12 ,2

,x1 ,x2
! dE e!%E

$
e%0E

2* 0H!%0"
2 !-x2$e!%0Ĥ/2$x1."2, !2.8"

and the integral over E is now also to be evaluated by the
steepest descent approximation. !That is, we have used the
steepest descent approximation to go from % to E , and now
to go from E to %!" The specifics of this are also given in
Appendix A; utilizing Eqs. !A13"–!A16", Eq. !2.8" for the
rate becomes

kQr"
(

2
!*

0H!%"
C ff!0 ", !2.9a"

where

C ff!0 """ (

2m # 2 ,2

,x1 ,x2
!-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1."2

"" (

2m # 22!-x1$e!%Ĥ/2$x2.!-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1..

!2.9b"
Note that the C ff(0) is the zero time value of the flux–flux
autocorrelation function as defined by Miller, Schwarz and
Tromp,36

C ff! t ""tr#e!%Ĥ/2F̂1e!%Ĥ/2eiĤt/(F̂2e!iĤt/($ , !2.10"

generalized to the case of two separate dividing surfaces.
Equation !2.9" is the basic result of the quantum instan-

ton approximation, with 0H(%) given by Eq. !2.7d". Though
the derivation has focused explicitly on the tunneling regime,
it is interesting to see what this QI approximation gives for
higher temperature when over-barrier dynamics is dominant.
The prototype for this is the free particle, i.e., no barrier, and
in this limit the two dividing surfaces merge to the same
position, i.e., x2!x1 !as is also seen below for higher tem-
peratures with a real barrier". The free particle matrix of the
Boltzmann operator is readily known,

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1."" m
*(2% # 1/2e! !m/(2%"(x2!x1)

2
, !2.11"

and the calculation straightforward; for example, Eq. !2.9b"
gives

C ff!0 ""1/*!(%"2, !2.12a"

and Eq. !2.7d" gives

0H!%""&/% , !2.12b"

so that the rate constant is

kQr"
kT
h !*

2 , !2.12c"

which is seen to be qualitatively correct, though a factor of
!*/2&1.25 too large.
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B. Results for the symmetric Eckart barrier

Before proceeding to the general multidimensional for-
mulation it is useful to see how the QI approximation per-
forms for a standard 1D barrier problem, the Eckart potential
with parameters chosen to correspond approximately to the
H#H2 reaction; the potential function is

V!x ""V0 sech2!ax ", !2.13"

with the parameters V0"0.425 eV, a"1.36 a.u. and m
"1060 a.u. The matrix elements of the Boltzmann operator
needed in Eq. !2.7"–Eq. !2.9" !and elsewhere" are all evalu-
ated in this paper by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in a dis-
crete variable basis. This is simpler for these low-
dimensional examples than using Monte Carlo path integral
methods, but this situation will be of course be reversed for
systems with many degrees of freedom.

Figure 1 first shows contour plots of the matrix element
-x2$exp(!%Ĥ/2)$x1. in the 2D space (x1 ,x2), Fig. 1!a" for a

low temperature !100 K" and Fig. 1!b" for a high temperature
!1000 K". Because of the symmetry of the matrix element
with respect to the interchange x1"x2 , one can restrict at-
tention to the upper half plane, x2&0, but the plots are more
esthetic in the full (x1 ,x2) space. It is clear that in this case
of a symmetric potential barrier the two dividing surfaces are
located symmetrically about the top of the barrier, i.e., x1"
!x2 , with x1%0 and x2&0; this is point A in Fig. 1!a"
!point B being the symmetrically equivalent point in the
lower half plane". This point is a minimum along the coor-
dinate (x1#x2) !because of the potential energy function"
and a maximum along the coordinate (x1!x2) !the Franck–
Condon maximum associated with the classical turning
points of the imaginary time trajectory from x1 to x2); i.e., it
is a saddle point in the 2D (x1 ,x2) space. At a higher tem-
perature #Fig. 1!b"$ these two saddle points merge into one:
at x1"x2"0, the conventional location of the two dividing
surfaces at the top of the barrier.

Figure 2 shows an Arrhenius plot of the rate versus tem-
perature over a broad range of temperature, but on this scale
everything looks good! Therefore Fig. 3!a" plots the percent
error of the QI result versus 1/T . One sees that it describes
the low temperature tunneling regime extremely well, and
becomes &25% too large at high temperature, as is under-
stood from the discussion of the free particle limit above #cf.
Eq. !2.12c"$. Figure 3!a" also shows the results obtained if
one chooses the two dividing surfaces to be the same !at the
top of the barrier" for all temperatures: at high temperature
there is no difference !because the two dividing surfaces do
in fact merge at high T); at low temperature, while it is not
as good as utilizing two separate dividing surfaces, it is ac-
tually not too bad and has the advantage that it is easier to
apply.

Finally, though &25% error at high temperature is not
so bad, one can easily correct for this in some ad hoc fash-
ion. A way that we have found to be very simple and work
well is to modify the factor 0H(%) in Eq. !2.9a" as follows:

0Hmod!%""0H!%"#
!*!&

%
. !2.14"

FIG. 1. A contour plot of the matrix element -x2$exp(!%Ĥ/2$x1. in the 2D
space (x1 ,x2) for the 1D symmetric Eckart barrier at temperature !a" T
"100 K, and !b" T"1000 K. The two saddle points A and B in !a" merge
into a single one at x1"x2"0 in !b".

FIG. 2. An Arrhenius plot of the thermal rate constant for the 1D symmetric
Eckart barrier. The solid curve is the exact result, and the dotted line the
quantum instanton result.
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This has very little effect in the low temperature regime, but
at high temperature 0H behaves as the free particle limit,
Eq. !2.12b", so that Eq. !2.14" gives

0Hmod!%"%!*/% , !2.15"

which, when used in Eq. !2.9", gives the correct free particle
!high T) limit. Figure 3!b" shows the percent error obtained
using this modified 0H factor, and one sees that with it the
QI approximation provides quite good results for all tem-
peratures.

C. Results for the asymmetric Eckart barrier

The second model system considered was the asymmet-
ric Eckart barrier,37

V!x ""
V0!1!1"

1#e!2ax #
V0!1#!1"2

4 cosh2!ax "
, !2.16"

where the parameters (a ,m ,V0) were chosen to be the same
as for the symmetric case, with the asymmetry parameter 1

"1.25 chosen to give a &25% difference between the bar-
rier heights with respect to the left and right asymptotic re-
gions.

Figure 4 first shows a contour plot of the Boltzmann
operator matrix element -x2$e! (%/2) H$x1. as a function of x1
and x2 for temperature T"100 K. Saddle points !at positions
A and B" are readily apparent, analogous to the symmetric
case in Fig. 3!a", and determine the location of the two di-
viding surfaces; unlike the symmetric case, the two dividing
surfaces are not located symmetrically, i.e., at x1"!x2 . The
two saddle points merge into one at T%400 K, a slightly
higher transition temperature than for the analogous symmet-
ric barrier.

Figure 5 shows the percent error given by the QI ap-
proximation for this asymmetric barrier !solid squares" and
also the results !solid circles" obtained if one uses a single
dividing surface. When using a single dividing surface we

FIG. 3. Percent error „100(k!kexact)/kexact… plot of the thermal rate constant
for the quantum instanton approximation versus temperature for 1D sym-
metric Eckart barrier. Solid squares are the results with two dividing sur-
faces, and solid circles the results with a single dividing surface. !a" are the
results using the original 0H(%) #Eq. !2.7d"$, and !b" the results using the
modified 0H(%) #Eq. !2.14"$ that gives the correct high temperature limit.

FIG. 4. A contour plot of matrix element -x2$exp(!%Ĥ/2$x1. in the 2D
space (x1 ,x2) for the 1D asymmetric Eckart barrier at temperature T
"100 K.

FIG. 5. Percent error of the thermal rate constant for the quantum instanton
approximation versus temperature for 1D asymmetric Eckart barrier. Solid
squares are the results with two dividing surfaces, and solid circles the
results with one dividing surface.
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choose the value x1"x2 to be at the minimum on the contour
plot in Fig. 4 !this is the minimum value of the diagonal
matrix element -x1$e%Ĥ/2$x1.) in order to satisfy the condi-
tion in Eq. !2.4". One sees that the QI approximation is es-
sentially as accurate for this asymmetric barrier as it is for
the symmetric one if one uses the !more accurate" version of
the theory that employs two dividing surfaces. It is less ac-
curate if one uses only a single dividing surface, a result that
can be understood from the discussion in Appendix A follow-
ing Eq. !A12".

D. The simplest QI approximation

An even simpler !but somewhat less accurate" quantum
instantonlike approximation can be obtained by injecting
some further semiclassical arguments into the development.
We start with the QI result of Eq. !2.9" and use the SC
approximation for matrix elements of the Boltzmann
operator,17

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1."&!
,2S!x2 ,x1"

,x2 ,x1
'2*((1/2e!S(x2 ,x1)/(,

!2.17"
where S(x2 ,x1) is the imaginary time action integral for the
trajectory that goes from x1 to x2 in imaginary time (%/2;
with x1 and x2 chosen as in Sec. II A, there will be only one
such trajectory. Derivatives of this matrix element, as needed
in Eq. !2.9b", are evaluated in the usual SC spirit of differ-
entiating only the action !exponent" of Eq. !2.17", so that Eq.
!2.9" gives

kQr"
!*

!!2E!!%"
" (

2m # 2e!2S(x2 ,x1)/(

$" !
,2S!x2 ,x1"

,x2 ,x1
# 2'2*( . !2.18"

Equation !2.18" is to be compared with the rate given by
the original SC instanton approximation, which for one di-
mension is simply the Boltzmann average of the WKB tun-
neling probability,

kQr"
1
2*( ! dE e!%Ee!2S(E)/(, !2.19a"

where S(E) is the energy-dependent action integral from x1
to x2 ,

S!E ""!
x1

x2
dx!2m#V!x "!E$ , !2.19b"

and with the integral over E performed by the ‘‘stationary
phase’’ approximation !cf. Appendix A". This gives

kQr"
!!2*E!!%"

2*(
e!(%E#2S(E)/(), !2.20a"

with E"E(%) determined by the relation

%"!2S!!E "/()%!E ". !2.20b"

If one now equates Eq. !2.18" and Eq. !2.20a", noting that the
exponential factors are the same, this leads to the following
SC relation:

(

2m " !
,2S!x2 ,x1"

,x2 ,x1
#"!!2E!!%". !2.21"

Using this relation to eliminate the factor !!2E!(%) in Eq.
!2.18", and again making use of Eq. !2.17" to replace the SC
matrix element by the quantum one, gives

kQr"!*
(

2m !-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1."2, !2.22a"

which involves only the !quantum" matrix element of the
Boltzmann operator !and no derivatives thereof".

Equation !2.22" is our simplest quantum instanton !SQI"
approximation. Its multidimensional generalization is appar-
ent,

kQr"!*
(

2m ! dQ2 dQ1!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1."2,

!2.22b"
which clearly has the correct separable limit !cf. the discus-
sion in Sec. III".

Again, all of this development pertains to the low tem-
perature tunneling regime, but it is nevertheless interesting to
see how the result behaves in the free particle !i.e., high T)
limit. Using Eq. !2.11", it is easy to show that Eq. !2.22a"
gives

kQr"!*
kT
h , !2.23"

which is again seen to be qualitatively correct, but a factor of
!*&1.77 too large. #The SC instanton result, Eq. !2.20", is
completely inapplicable for temperature T above the ‘‘cross-
over’’ temperature Tc , defined by kTc"(2b/2* , 2b being
the barrier frequency.$

Figure 6 shows the percent error given by this SQI ap-
proximation, Eq. !2.22a", for the same Eckart barrier as
treated in Fig. 3. One sees that it is too large at high T #as
understood by the free particle limit, Eq. !2.23"$, and it also
becomes too small at the lowest temperatures. Though not as
accurate as the QI expression of Eq. !2.9", the SQI approxi-
mation of Eq. !2.22" is certainly easier to apply and is of
useful accuracy. !It would look almost ‘‘exact’’ in an Arrhen-

FIG. 6. Percent error of the thermal rate constant for the simplest quantum
instanton !SQI" approximation of Eq. !2.22" versus temperature for a 1D
symmetric Eckart barrier.
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ius plot like Fig. 2!" One could also experiment with various
ad hoc modifications to correct the high T limit.

III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL GENERALIZATION
A. Derivation

We now consider a multidimensional system character-
ized by a reaction coordinate x and coordinates Q orthogonal
to it. If one proceeds in precisely the same manner as in Sec.
II A, then one obtains the following expression for the rate
constant:

kQr"(!*" (

2m # 2! dQ1! dQ2

$#`-x1Q1$e!%Ĥ/2$x2Q2.´-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.

!`-x1Q1$e!%Ĥ/2$x2Q2.`-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.$/

$0H!%;Q1 ,Q2", !3.1"

where again the primes indicate differentiation with respect
to x1 and x2 , and

0H!%;Q1 ,Q2"2"!2
,

,%
E!%;Q1 ,Q2" !3.2a"

"4
,2

,%2
log-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.

"
-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ2$x1Q1.

-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.

!" -x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1Q1.

-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.
# 2. !3.2b"

This result, however, is not completely satisfactory, on two
grounds: one practical and one more fundamental. The prac-
tical problem is as follows: in applications to ‘‘real’’ molecu-
lar systems one will be evaluating the matrix elements of the
Boltzmann operator in Eq. !3.1" by Monte Carlo path inte-
gration, and the integration over the !many" coordinates Q1
and Q2 will also have to be performed by Monte Carlo; the
structure of Eq. !3.1" is that one would first have to perform
the Monte Carlo path integration to obtain the matrix ele-
ments -x2Q2$exp(!%Ĥ/2)$x1Q1. for each set of coordinates
(Q1 ,Q2), and then perform the Monte Carlo integration over
Q1 and Q2 ; i.e., one would have to perform a ‘‘Monte Carlo
inside a Monte Carlo,’’ a very inefficient procedure. It would
be much more efficient to be able to perform the Monte
Carlo path integration and Monte Carlo integration over Q1
and Q2 simultaneously.

The more fundamental shortcoming of Eqs. !3.1"–!3.2"
is that it is not correct in the separable limit, i.e., the case that
the reaction coordinate x is uncoupled from the orthogonal
coordinates Q. In this limit the Hamiltonian is of the form

Ĥ" ĥ#Ĥb , !3.3a"

where ĥ and Hb involve only the x and Q degrees of free-
dom, respectively, and it is easy to see that the rate should

simply be the 1D rate constant for the x degree of freedom
multiplied by the partition function Qb for the Q degrees of
freedom,

Qb"tr!e!%Ĥb". !3.3b"

In the separable limit, however, Eq. !3.1" becomes

kQr"(!*" (

2m # 2#!-x1$e!% ĥ/2$x2.!-x2$e!% ĥ/2$x1.

!!-x1$e!% ĥ/2$x2.!-x2$e!% ĥ/2$x1.$

•! dQ1! dQ2!-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1."2/#0h!%"2

#0Hb!%;Q1 ,Q2"2$1/2, !3.4"

where we have used the fact that in the separable limit Eq.
!3.2" gives 0H(%;Q1 ,Q2) as

0H!%;Q1 ,Q2"2"0h!%"2#0Hb!%;Q1 ,Q2"2, !3.5"

where

0h!%"2"
-x2$e!% ĥ/2ĥ2$x1.

-x2$e!% ĥ/2$x1.
!" -x2$e!% ĥ/2ĥ$x1.

-x2$e!% ĥ/2$x1.
# 2,

!3.6a"

0Hb!%;Q1 ,Q2"2"
-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2Ĥb

2$Q1.

-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1.

!" -Q2$e!%Ĥb/2Ĥb$Q1.

-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1.
# 2. !3.6b"

If one were to neglect the term 0Hb
2 in Eq. !3.4", one would

indeed obtain the correct separable limit, because

! dQ1! dQ2!-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1."2

"tr!e! %Ĥb/2e! %Ĥb/2"

"tr!e!%Ĥb"

"Qb . !3.7"

A less drastic approximation than simply neglecting 0Hb
2 in

Eq. !3.4" is to expand the square root to first order in this
quantity

!0h2#0Hb
2"!1/2"

1
0h !

0Hb
2

20h3 , !3.8"

so that the relevant part of Eq. !3.4" becomes

! dQ1! dQ2!-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1."2/#0h!%"2

#0Hb!%;Q1 ,Q2"2$1/2

%
Qb

0h!%"
!

1
20h!%"3 ! dQ1! dQ2!-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1."2

$0Hb!%;Q1 ,Q2"2; !3.9"
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in light of Eq. !3.6b", the second term above is seen to be
proportional to

! dQ1! dQ2#-Q1$e!%Ĥb/2Ĥb
2$Q2.-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2$Q1.

!!-Q2$e!%Ĥb/2Ĥb$Q1."2$

"tr!e!%Ĥb/2Ĥb
2e!%Ĥb/2"!tr!e!%Ĥb/2Ĥbe!%Ĥb/2Ĥb"

"0. !3.10"

That is, the first order contribution of 0Hb vanishes, so that
to this order the correct separable limit is obtained for the
rate constant.

The above analysis suggests the following more useful
and general way to accomplish the correct behavior in the
separable limit: the quantity 0H(%;Q1 ,Q2) in Eq. !3.1" is
replaced by its root mean square, defined as follows:

0H!%;Q1 ,Q2"!!-0H!%"2.)0H!%", !3.11a"
where

-0H!%"2.)
3dQ13dQ2!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1."2 0H!%;Q1 ,Q2"2

3dQ13dQ2!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1."2

"
3dQ13dQ2#-x1Q1$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ2$x2Q2.-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.!!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1Q1."2$

3dQ13dQ2!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1."2
. !3.11b"

In the separable limit it is easy to see that

-0H!%"2."0h!%"2, !3.12"

so that the correct result is obtained for the rate constant in
this limit. And equally important, from a practical point of
view, is that the structure of Eq. !3.11" is such that the Monte
Carlo integration over Q1 and Q2 and the path integration for
the Boltzmann operator can be carried out simultaneously.

To summarize the multidimensional form of the quantum
instanton approximation, one first chooses x1 and x2 so that
the point (x1 ,x2) is a saddle point of the quantity

! dQ1! dQ2!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1."2, !3.13a"

in the 2D (x1 ,x2) space. Equation !3.1" then gives the rate
constant as

kQr"
(!*

0H!%" " (

2m # 2! dQ1! dQ2#`-x1Q1$e!%Ĥ/2$x2Q2.´

$-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.!`-x1Q1$e!%Ĥ/2$x2Q2.

$!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.$ , !3.13b"

with

0H!%""!-0H!%"2., !3.13c"

where

-0H!%"2."
3dQ13dQ2#-x1Q1$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ2$x2Q2.-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1.!!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1Q1."2$

3dQ13dQ2!-x2Q2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1Q1."2
. !3.13d"

And as in Sec. II, we also add the following term to 0H(%)
in order to get the correct free particle !high T) limit:

0H!%"!0H!%"#!!*!& "/% . !3.13e"

A further justification for using this root mean square aver-
age for 0H(%), i.e., Eq. !3.11", is obtained by the following
more heuristic derivation. Thus consider the expression for
the rate constant as the time integral of the flux–flux auto-
correlation function of Eq. !2.10",36 with the two dividing
surfaces chosen to be the same,

kQr"!
0

'

dt C ff! t ", !3.14"

with

C ff! t ""tr#e! %Ĥ/2F̂e! %Ĥ/2ei!Ĥt/("F̂e!i !Ĥt/("$ . !3.15"

#The flux operator F̂ involves only the reaction coordinate x
and is given by Eq. !2.2" above.$ With a short time approxi-
mation for the correlation function !which is consistent with
transition state theory dynamics",

C ff! t ""C ff!0 "#C̈ ff!0 "t2/2, !3.16"

which is then exponentiated !i.e., a second order cumulative
approximation",

C ff! t ""C ff!0 "exp& t22 C̈ ff!0 "/C ff!0 "( . !3.17"

Equation !3.14" gives
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kQr"C ff!0 "
1

2 " 2*C ff!0 "

!C̈ ff!0 "
# 1/2, !3.18"

i.e., the same as Eq. !2.9a" if we define 0H(%) here by

0H!%""(#!C̈ ff!0 "/2C ff!0 "$1/2. !3.19"

It is straightforward to evaluate the second derivative,

C̈ ff!0 ""!
2
(2

# tr! F̂e! %Ĥ/2F̂e! %Ĥ/2Ĥ2"

!tr! F̂e! %Ĥ/2ĤF̂e! %Ĥ/2Ĥ "$ , !3.20"

so that Eq. !3.19" becomes

0H!%"2

"
tr! F̂e! %Ĥ/2F̂e! %Ĥ/2Ĥ2"!tr! F̂e! %Ĥ/2ĤF̂e! %Ĥ/2Ĥ "

tr! F̂e! %Ĥ/2F̂e! %Ĥ/2"
.

!3.21"
#Interestingly, if Eq. !3.21" is used for the 1D Eckart barrier
calculations of Sec. II, the results obtained for the rate con-
stant in the low T tunneling regime are essentially unchanged
from those presented there. In the high T , free particle limit,
Eq. !3.21" gives kQr"(kT/h)!*/6, i.e., a fractional error

&28% too small.$ Equation !3.1", with the root mean square,
Eq. !3.11" for 0H(%) is then obtained by replacing the flux
operator F̂ by the delta function +(x!x1), i.e., by assuming
that the velocity factors cancel out between the numerator
and denominator.

It is also useful to note the multidimensional expression
for the case the reaction coordinate is defined as some gen-
eral function of the coordinates of the system. Thus suppose
q denotes all the !Cartesian" coordinates of the system, and
the reactant and product dividing surfaces are defined by the
following equations:

s1!q"!s1"0, !3.22a"

s2!q"!s2"0, !3.22b"
respectively, where s1(q) and s2(q) are some specified func-
tions of the coordinates. The flux operator F̂n in this case is

F̂n"
1
2m &+„sn!q"!sn… ,sn!q"

,q •p̂

#p̂• ,sn!q"

,q +„sn!q"!sn…( , !3.23"

where for simplicity it has been assumed that the mass m is
the same for all Cartesian coordinates. Eq. !2.9a" for the rate
constant still applies, here with

C ff!0 ""2" (

2m # 2! dq1! dq2 +„s1!q"!s1…+„s2!q"!s2…$& -q1$e! %Ĥ/2$q2." ,s1!q1"
,q1

• ,

,q1
,s2!q2"

,q2
• ,

,q2
#

$-q2$e! %Ĥ/2$q1.!" ,s1!q1"
,q1

• ,

,q1
# -q1$e! %Ĥ/2$q2." ,s2!q2"

,q2
• ,

,q2
# -q2$e! %Ĥ/2$q1.( !3.24a"

and

0H!%"2"
3dq13dq2+„s1!q"!s1…+„s2!q"!s2…#-q1$e! %Ĥ/2$q2.-q2$e! %Ĥ/2Ĥ2$q1.!!-q1$e! %Ĥ/2Ĥ$q2."2$

3dq13dq2 +„s1!q"!s1…+„s2!q"!s2…!-q1$e! %Ĥ/2$q2."2
. !3.24b"

In practice, the delta functions +„sn(q)!sn… can be replaced
by finite representations, e.g.,

+„sn!q"!sn…!" 1

* # 1/2e!1„sn(q)!sn…2, !3.25"

and a Monte Carlo procedure for evaluating the path integral
for the Boltzmann operators exp(!%Ĥ/2) and the integration
over q1 and q2 simultaneously is then possible.

B. Application to the H¿H2 and D¿H2 reactions

Here we present results of the multidimensional version
of the QI approximation for the collinear H#H2 and D
#H2 reactions !on the LSTH38,39 potential energy surface".
Matrix elements of the Boltzmann operator were calculated
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix in a discrete vari-
able representation using normal coordinates (x ,Q) about
the transition state.

Figure 7 shows contour plots of the potential energy sur-
face for these two cases, also indicating the location of the
two dividing surfaces at T"200 K #determined by finding
the saddle points of the quantity in Eq. !3.13a"$. For tempera-
tures above 300 K these two dividing surfaces merge into
one. It is clear that two dividing surfaces are located sym-
metrically in the reactant and product regions for the H
#H2 case, while they are not symmetrically located for the
asymmetric reaction D#H2 . All of these features are quali-
tatively similar to the one-dimensional examples discussed in
Sec. II.

Rate constants were calculated from the multi-
dimensional QI expressions summarized in Eq. !3.13", and
Fig. 8 shows Arrhenius plots of the rate constant versus tem-
perature !down to 150 K" for these two reactions. Again, to
show in more detail the level of accuracy obtained by the QI
approximation, Fig. 9 plots the percent error as a function of
1/T , also showing the results obtained if one makes the ap-
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proximation of using only one dividing surface at all tem-
peratures. This latter, more approximate version of the theory
is less accurate than the two-dividing-surface version, but it
is simpler to apply. The more complete !two-dividing-surface
version" of the QI approximation is seen to be correct to
within 10% for the entire temperature range for both H
#H2 and D#H2 reactions.

Examining the contour plots in Fig. 7 also suggests other
variations for implementing the QI approximation. For ex-
ample, one could vary the angle of the dividing surfaces in
Fig. 7 !or even their shape"; i.e., we have chosen only the
simplest possibility for these test calculations—namely a
straight line in transition state normal coordinates, but other
choices might be better. The optimum shape of the dividing
surfaces is a topic for future study.

IV. MICROCANONICAL RATE

Although one is interested in the thermal rate constant
k(T) in most applications, in some cases one would like to
obtain the microcanonical rate as a function of total energy
E , i.e., the cumulative reaction probability N(E),

N!E "" 1
2 !2*("2 tr# F̂1+!E!Ĥ "F̂2+!E!Ĥ "$ . !4.1"

Furthermore, if one has obtained N(E) for a sufficient range
of energy E , it is of course possible to calculate k(T) for a
range of temperature T ,14

k!T "Qr!T ""!2*("!1! dE e!%EN!E ". !4.2"

It is therefore of interest to note explicitly the result for N(E)
given by the present quantum instanton approximation.

The development in Sec. II, i.e., Eqs. !2.3"–!2.7", gives
N(E) most conveniently in parametric form as follows:

N!E ""2*" (2

2m # 2#!2E!!%"$!1

$e%E`-x1$e!%Ĥ/2$x2.! -x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1., !4.3a"

with E(%) given by Eq. !2.7c",

E!%""-x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1./-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1. . !4.3b"

As one varies % over its range, E(%) is given by Eq. !4.3b"
and N„E(%)… by Eq. !4.3a", thereby mapping out N(E) para-
metrically.

As before, Eq. !4.3" pertains explicitly to the tunneling
regime, but it is interesting to see what it gives for high

FIG. 7. Contour plots of the potential energy surfaces in transition state
normal mode coordinates; the two dividing surfaces at x1 and x2 at T
"200 K are also indicated. !a" for H#H2 , and !b" for D#H2 .

FIG. 8. Arrhenius plots of the thermal rate constant for the collinear !a" H
#H2 and !b" D#H2 reactions, where the solid curve is the exact result, solid
circles the results of the quantum instanton approximation with one dividing
surface, and solid squares that with two dividing surfaces.
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energy E , i.e., the free particle limit. Utilizing Eq. !2.11", it
is a simple calculation to show that in the free particle limit
Eq. !4.3" gives

N!E ""
e
2%1.36, !4.4"

whereas the correct result is of course N(E)"1. One way to
correct Eq. !4.3" to obtain the correct high energy limit is the
following ad hoc modification to Eq. !4.3a",

!2E!!%"!!2E!!%"#!e!2 "/%2. !4.5"

One can also utilize the simplest quantum instanton
!SQI" approximation described in Sec. II D to obtain a result
for N(E) that eliminates the need for derivatives with respect
to x1 and x2 . Making use of Eq. !2.11" in Eq. !4.3", one
obtains

N!E ""2*" (2

2m # #!2E!!%"$!1/2e%E!-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x2."2,

!4.6"

with E(%) still given by Eq. !4.3b". The free particle !high
E) limit of Eq. !4.6" is

N!E ""
e

&
%1.92, !4.7"

thus suggesting the following ad hoc modification of Eq.
!4.6" to obtain the correct high E limit:

!!2E!!%"!!!2E!!%"#!e!& "/% . !4.8"

Figure 10 shows the results for N(E) given by the QI
approximation #Eq. !4.3" with the modification of Eq. !4.5"$
and the SQI approximation #Eq. !4.6" with the modification
of Eq. !4.8"$. One sees very good agreement with the exact
quantum results over the whole energy region, particularly so
for the QI approximation.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The original !semiclassical" instanton theory, involving a
periodic orbit in imaginary time, only provides a description
of the reaction rate in the tunneling regime !below the ‘‘cross
over’’ temperature16,23". The quantum generalization that has
been developed in Sec. II !and its multidimensional generali-
zation in Sec. III" describes the high temperature regime as
well as providing a quantitative description of the tunneling
regime. Like its SC predecessor, this quantum instanton !QI"
theory involves only properties of the !quantum" Boltzmann
operator. Since Monte Carlo path integral methods make it
possible to compute the quantum Boltzmann operator for
quite complex molecular systems, we believe that this QI
approximation is a useful step toward providing a quantita-
tive way of calculating rate constants for chemical reactions
in complex systems.

The examples treated herein show the QI approximation
!with a simple correction for the high temperature limit" to
provide very good results (&10–20%) for the entire tem-
perature range, for asymmetric as well as symmetric barriers.
Applications to more complex systems are of course neces-
sary to validate this performance more generally, and these
are of course planned.

FIG. 9. Percent error for the thermal rate constant with the quantum instan-
ton approximation versus temperature for !a" H#H2 and !b" D#H2 reac-
tions. The solid circles are the results with one dividing surface, and the
solid squares the results with two dividing surfaces.

FIG. 10. Plots of the cumulative reaction probability versus energy. The
solid line is the result for exact quantum mechanics, the dashed line the
result for the quantum instanton approximation, and the dotted line the result
for the simplest quantum instanton approximation.
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APPENDIX A: STEEPEST DESCENT RELATION
BETWEEN !„EÀĤ… AND EXP„À"Ĥ…

The general form of the steepest descent approximation
for an integral of the following type is

! d% e!A(%)%" 2*

A"!%0"
# 1/2e!A(%0), !A1"

where %0 is the value of % for which A!(%)"0. Applying
this to Eq. !2.6", one has

A!%""!
%E
2 !log-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1. , !A2"

so that

A!!%""!
E
2 #

1
2 -x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1./-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.,

!A3"
and

A"!%"" 1
2 E!!%", !A4"

where E(%) is defined by

E!%""-x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1./-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1. . !A5"

The steepest descent value %0 is thus the root of the equation

E"E!%". !A6"

The steepest descent approximation for Eq. !2.6" thus
becomes

-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1.

"
1
4*i " 2*

E!!%0"/2
# 1/2e%0E/2-x2$e!%0Ĥ/2$x1., !A7"

or

-x2$+!E!Ĥ "$x1."
1

!2*0H!%0"
e%0E/2-x2$e!%0Ĥ/2$x1.,

!A8"
with

0H!%")!!2E!!%", !A9"

where %0(E) is determined by Eq. !A6". From Eq. !A5" one
can also show that

0H!%"2"
-x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ2$x1.

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.
!" -x2$e!%Ĥ/2Ĥ$x1.

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.
# 2,
!A10"

which is seen to be positive #so that the matrix element given
by Eqs. !A7" or !A8" is real, as it should be$.

The above discussion has dealt only with the quantum
matrix elements of the Boltzmann operator, but it is illumi-
nating to consider their semiclassical approximation,

-x2$e!%Ĥ/2$x1.%Ce!S(x2 ,x1 ; (%/2)/(, !A11"

where S is the action integral along an imaginary time tra-
jectory that goes from x1 to x2 in imaginary time (%/2, and
C is a pre-exponential factor that need not concern us here.
Since the !imaginary" time derivative of S is the energy of
the trajectory, the steepest descent condition of Eq. !A6" is
simply that the energy E be the energy of this trajectory, i.e.,

E"
2
(

,S
,%
, !A12"

and the calculation then proceeds as above. For the E"%
relation defined by Eq. !A12" to be uniquely defined, how-
ever, it is necessary that there be only one trajectory from x1
to x2 for a given E or %. For example, consider Fig. 11!a",
corresponding to the choice x1"x2"0; here there are two
trajectories that go for 0 to 0—one that bounces off the left
turning point and one off the right turning point !recall that
motion in imaginary time is like that in real time on the
inverted potential!". If the barrier is asymmetric, these two
trajectories for energy E will take different amounts of
!imaginary" time, or if one requires them to take the same
time (%/2, they will have different energies. In either event
the E"% relation is not uniquely defined semiclassically.
However, if x1 and x2 are chosen as in Fig. 11!b", namely at
the left and right classical turning points, respectively, then
there is only one trajectory from x1 to x2 at energy E or for
!imaginary" time (%/2. This is the reason for making the
choice of x1 and x2 as in Eq. !2.4", i.e., at the Franck–
Condon maxima, which is the quantum analog of their being
at the classical turning points. Though this choice is moti-
vated by semiclassical considerations, we see that it also

FIG. 11. A schematic depiction of the trajectories involved for different
dividing surfaces in the semiclassical approximation: !a" corresponds to one
dividing surface (x1"x2) with two different trajectories, and !b" shows two
dividing surfaces with only one trajectory from left turning point x1 to right
turning point x2 .
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works best with the quantum Boltzmann operator. !At higher
temperature, x1 and x2 merge to a common value."

Finally, the steepest descent approximation is also used
to evaluate the integral over energy in Eq. !2.8",

! dE e!A(E)"" 2*

A"!E0"
# 1/2e!A(E0), !A13"

where E0 is the value determined by A!(E)"0. For Eq. !2.8"
one has

A!E ""%E!%0!E "E!2 log-x2$e!%0(E)Ĥ/2$x1., !A14"

so that

A!!E ""%!%0!E "#%0!!E "#!E#E„%0!E "…$; !A15"

however, since E„%0(E)…"E , this becomes

A!!E ""%!%0!E ", !A16"

and then

A"!E ""!%0!!E ""!1/E!!%0", !A17"

and in light of Eq. !A9", this is also given by

A"!E ""2/0H„%0!E "…2. !A18"

APPENDIX B: A MATHEMATICAL SUBTLETY

We would like to point out here a mathematical subtlety
we encountered in the course of trying to obtain a quantum
version of the instanton approximation. Our original inten-
tion had been to utilize Eq. !2.6" by writing a path integral
expression for the Boltzmann operator, i.e.,

-xN$e! !%/2"Ĥ$x0."! dx1¯! dxN!1" mN
*(2% # N/2

$exp&!
m0x2

(2%
!

%

2 V̄ ( , !B1a"

where

0x2" 4
k"1

N

!xk!xk!1"
2, !B1b"

V̄"
1
N &12 V!x0"#

1
2 V!xN"# 4

k"1

N!1

V!xk"( , !B1c"

and then interchange the order of the path integral and the
integral over %; with Eq. !B1" and this interchange, Eq. !2.6"
for the matrix element of the density operator becomes

-xN$+!E!Ĥ "$x0."! dx1¯! dxN!1
1
4*i ! d%

$" mN
*(2% # N/2 exp&%E2 !

m0x2

(2%
!

%

2 V̄ ( .
!B2"

!This is essentially what was done by one of us many years
ago, using a Fourier path integral method; cf. the Appendix
of Ref. 40." If one now evaluates the integral over % by the
steepest descent approximation of Appendix A !the conclu-

sions are unchanged if the integral is evaluated analytically,
which is possible here", the exponent A(%) for Eq. !A1" here
is

A!%""
%

2 ! V̄!E "#
m 0x2

(2%
, !B3"

so that

A!!%""
1
2 ! V̄!E "!

m 0x2

(2%2
, !B4a"

and then

A"!%""
2m 0x2

(2%3
. !B4b"

The root of A!(%)"0 is given by

%0"
1

( " 2m 0x2

V̄!E
# 1/2, !B4c"

and then

A!%0""!2m 0x2! V̄!E "/( , !B5a"

A"!%0""(! V̄!E "3/2/!2m 0x2"1/2. !B5b"

The exponent given by Eq. !B5a" seems entirely reasonable
for the tunneling regime, where one has V̄!E&0. However,
the quantity A"(%) of Eq. !B5b" is positive, so that Eq. !B2"
gives an imaginary result for matrix element of the density
operator, rather than a real quantity !as it should be".

The problem arises because A"(%) of Eq. !B5b" is posi-
tive. If the path integral were evaluated first, as is implicitly
done in Appendix A, then the resulting A"(%) for the steep-
est decent integral over %, Eq. !A4" is negative so that the
result for the matrix element of +(E!Ĥ) is real. This latter
procedure has therefore been used for the development of the
QI approximation in this paper.

This thus appears to be a situation where exchanging the
order of integration—here that of the path integral and the
integral over %—makes a difference!
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